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ACE NY Calls for Policies to Overcome Barriers to Electric Vehicles


Announces May 20th Seminar: Policies Needed for Transportation Electrification


At the same time, ACE NY and New Yorkers for Clean Power announce their upcoming seminar: Policies We Need for Transportation Electrification Thursday, May 20th from 2 – 3:30 p.m. EST. Registration open.

Anastasia Gordon, the primary author of the Issue Brief and a Policy Fellow at ACE NY stated, “New York State needs to take decisive and bold action to decarbonize the transportation sector, the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state. Transportation electrification is a key pathway to achieving the goals set out in New York’s climate law. ACE NY’s issue brief outlines policies New York can take to overcome barriers to the growth and deployment of electric vehicles and secure a clean transportation future for our state.”

Anne Reynolds, ACE NY Executive Director stated, “Transportation is the next frontier in the clean energy transition. This Issue Brief lays out the barriers and identifies specific actions New York should take to jumpstart the clean transportation industry.” She continued, “Companies that make electric cars, trucks, and charging equipment are ready to invest in New York. With the right set of actions, we will rapidly move towards a future where New Yorkers are moving in electric vehicles powered by clean renewable electricity made in New York.”

The May 20th seminar, Policies We Need for Transportation Electrification, will feature:
• Assemblyman William Magnarelli, NYS Assembly Transportation Committee Chair
• Eileen Wenger Tutt, Executive Director, California Electric Transportation Coalition and Electric Transportation Community Development Corporation (CALETCo)
• Kaitlin Monaghan, Manager of Public Policy, Rivian
• Matt Stanberry, Managing Director of Market Development, Highland Electric Transportation
• Deb Peck Kelleher, Director of Policy, ACE NY

###

About the Alliance for Clean Energy New York: The Alliance for Clean Energy New York (ACE NY) is a broad coalition dedicated to promoting clean energy, energy efficiency, a healthy environment, and a strong economy for the Empire State, and is New York’s premier advocate for the rapid adoption of renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies. www.aceny.org